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Put on the armor of light … Put on the armor of light … Put on the armor of light … Put on the armor of light … 

clothe clothe clothe clothe yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ.yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ.yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ.yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ.

ROMANS 13:12B, 14A (NIV 1984)



““““You will not be able to redesign the basic personality with You will not be able to redesign the basic personality with You will not be able to redesign the basic personality with You will not be able to redesign the basic personality with 
which your child was born.  Some characteristics are which your child was born.  Some characteristics are which your child was born.  Some characteristics are which your child was born.  Some characteristics are 
genetically programmed, and they will always be there … genetically programmed, and they will always be there … genetically programmed, and they will always be there … genetically programmed, and they will always be there … 
My advice to you is to My advice to you is to My advice to you is to My advice to you is to acceptacceptacceptaccept, , , , appreciateappreciateappreciateappreciate and and and and cultivatecultivatecultivatecultivate the the the the 
personality with which your … child was born.”  personality with which your … child was born.”  personality with which your … child was born.”  personality with which your … child was born.”  

———— James DobsonJames DobsonJames DobsonJames Dobson



DISC Personality Types 

• DomineeringDomineeringDomineeringDomineering

• InfluencingInfluencingInfluencingInfluencing

• SteadySteadySteadySteady

• ConscientiousConscientiousConscientiousConscientious



Tim LaHaye or Florence Littauer

Personality Types 

• CholericCholericCholericCholeric

• SanguineSanguineSanguineSanguine

• PhlegmaticPhlegmaticPhlegmaticPhlegmatic

• MelancholyMelancholyMelancholyMelancholy



Myers-Briggs Personality Types  

• Introvert Introvert Introvert Introvert ---- Extrovert Extrovert Extrovert Extrovert 

• Sensing Sensing Sensing Sensing ---- Intuitive  Intuitive  Intuitive  Intuitive  

• Thinking Thinking Thinking Thinking ---- Feeling  Feeling  Feeling  Feeling  

• Judging Judging Judging Judging ---- Perceiving Perceiving Perceiving Perceiving 



John Trent & Gary Smalley’s, 

“The Treasure Tree”  

• LionLionLionLion

• OtterOtterOtterOtter

• Golden RetrieverGolden RetrieverGolden RetrieverGolden Retriever

• BeaverBeaverBeaverBeaver



Lion PersonalityLion PersonalityLion PersonalityLion Personality
Extrovert and Extrovert and Extrovert and Extrovert and tasktasktasktask ---- focusedfocusedfocusedfocused

NicknameNicknameNicknameNickname: : : : The DoerThe DoerThe DoerThe Doer



Characteristics:

· Takes charge naturally, born to be a leaderleaderleaderleader

· Desires above all to be competentcompetentcompetentcompetent and get results

· DaringDaringDaringDaring, unafraid of new situations

· Feels natural to them to tell others what to dotell others what to dotell others what to dotell others what to do

· Welcomes a challengechallengechallengechallenge

· Firm and serious about what is expectedserious about what is expectedserious about what is expectedserious about what is expected

· Prefers things to be done the RIGHT wayRIGHT wayRIGHT wayRIGHT way

· GoalGoalGoalGoal oriented

· Energized by peopleEnergized by peopleEnergized by peopleEnergized by people

· Makes decisions Makes decisions Makes decisions Makes decisions quickly

· Typically need to process through goal settingprocess through goal settingprocess through goal settingprocess through goal setting



Tips for Balancing a Lion Personality:

···· Seek God on how to temper your Seek God on how to temper your Seek God on how to temper your Seek God on how to temper your strongstrongstrongstrong willwillwillwill....

···· Learn to make communication Learn to make communication Learn to make communication Learn to make communication twotwotwotwo –––– waywaywayway....

···· Practice being a better Practice being a better Practice being a better Practice being a better listenerlistenerlistenerlistener.  .  .  .  Understand you can Understand you can Understand you can Understand you can 
come come come come across as if you are across as if you are across as if you are across as if you are trying trying trying trying to to to to controlcontrolcontrolcontrol others.others.others.others.

···· Although you are not naturally Although you are not naturally Although you are not naturally Although you are not naturally compassionatecompassionatecompassionatecompassionate, , , , work work work work at at at at 
being being being being sensitive towards others sensitive towards others sensitive towards others sensitive towards others and and and and their feelings.their feelings.their feelings.their feelings.

···· Realize that life is not always Realize that life is not always Realize that life is not always Realize that life is not always blackblackblackblack and and and and whitewhitewhitewhite....

···· Recognize your high need to Recognize your high need to Recognize your high need to Recognize your high need to feel feel feel feel in controlin controlin controlin control but but but but work at work at work at work at 
not not not not being being being being too too too too bossybossybossybossy....

···· Seek opportunities to let others make the Seek opportunities to let others make the Seek opportunities to let others make the Seek opportunities to let others make the decisiondecisiondecisiondecision ....

···· Humble yourself often before Humble yourself often before Humble yourself often before Humble yourself often before GodGodGodGod....



Parenting a Lion:

···· You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper 
their their their their strongstrongstrongstrong----will without breaking their spirit.will without breaking their spirit.will without breaking their spirit.will without breaking their spirit.

···· Recognize they were born a leader by Recognize they were born a leader by Recognize they were born a leader by Recognize they were born a leader by God’s designGod’s designGod’s designGod’s design....

···· Teach them to listen Teach them to listen Teach them to listen Teach them to listen beforebeforebeforebefore they talk sometimes;  they talk sometimes;  they talk sometimes;  they talk sometimes;  
don’tdon’tdon’tdon’t allow allow allow allow them to them to them to them to controlcontrolcontrolcontrol others or others or others or others or situations!situations!situations!situations!

···· Understand that they don’t mean to Understand that they don’t mean to Understand that they don’t mean to Understand that they don’t mean to bebebebe bossybossybossybossy or or or or hurt hurt hurt hurt 
the the the the feelings of other peoplefeelings of other peoplefeelings of other peoplefeelings of other people....



Parenting a Lion (cont’d):

···· Make your Make your Make your Make your expectationsexpectationsexpectationsexpectations clear clear clear clear and explain “why”.and explain “why”.and explain “why”.and explain “why”.

···· Accept that they are not naturally compassionate by Accept that they are not naturally compassionate by Accept that they are not naturally compassionate by Accept that they are not naturally compassionate by 
naturenaturenaturenature; encourage them to consider ; encourage them to consider ; encourage them to consider ; encourage them to consider peoplepeoplepeoplepeople more more more more 
important important important important than than than than thingsthingsthingsthings but but but but don’t force it on them.don’t force it on them.don’t force it on them.don’t force it on them.

···· Let them make some of their own Let them make some of their own Let them make some of their own Let them make some of their own decisionsdecisionsdecisionsdecisions; ; ; ; it makes it makes it makes it makes 
them them them them feel valuable and feel valuable and feel valuable and feel valuable and significant.significant.significant.significant.

Life View: Life View: Life View: Life View: Work!



Otter Otter Otter Otter PersonalityPersonalityPersonalityPersonality
Extrovert and Extrovert and Extrovert and Extrovert and peoplepeoplepeoplepeople ---- focusedfocusedfocusedfocused

NicknameNicknameNicknameNickname: : : : The TalkerThe TalkerThe TalkerThe Talker



Characteristics:
• Life Life Life Life of the partyof the partyof the partyof the party, without effort
• Desires above all to be liked by ALLliked by ALLliked by ALLliked by ALL
• Flexible Flexible Flexible Flexible and very aware of others, loves a crowd
• Feels natural to performperformperformperform
• OptimisticOptimisticOptimisticOptimistic, sees the good in everything/everyone
• Talks Talks Talks Talks A LOTA LOTA LOTA LOT, often exaggerating the facts
• Prefers things to be FUNFUNFUNFUN
• PeoplePeoplePeoplePeople oriented
• Energized Energized Energized Energized by peopleby peopleby peopleby people
• Impulsive Impulsive Impulsive Impulsive decision maker
• Typically, need to process by talkingprocess by talkingprocess by talkingprocess by talking



Tips for Balancing an Otter Personality:

···· Recognize your difficulty in Recognize your difficulty in Recognize your difficulty in Recognize your difficulty in completingcompletingcompletingcompleting taskstaskstaskstasks, work , work , work , work 
toward toward toward toward completion.completion.completion.completion.

···· Realize your desire and need for variety and Realize your desire and need for variety and Realize your desire and need for variety and Realize your desire and need for variety and flexibilityflexibilityflexibilityflexibility....

···· Don’t take on more than you can handle, Don’t take on more than you can handle, Don’t take on more than you can handle, Don’t take on more than you can handle, 

learn learn learn learn to say to say to say to say nononono....

···· Learn to be more intentional about being Learn to be more intentional about being Learn to be more intentional about being Learn to be more intentional about being onononon timetimetimetime....

···· Seek out strategies for getting Seek out strategies for getting Seek out strategies for getting Seek out strategies for getting organizedorganizedorganizedorganized....

···· Recognize your need to stay consistent in reading / Recognize your need to stay consistent in reading / Recognize your need to stay consistent in reading / Recognize your need to stay consistent in reading / 
studying studying studying studying the Word of God so you can live by the Word of God so you can live by the Word of God so you can live by the Word of God so you can live by TruthTruthTruthTruth....

···· Seek out friends who enjoy Seek out friends who enjoy Seek out friends who enjoy Seek out friends who enjoy havinghavinghavinghaving funfunfunfun....

···· Take time to think about a Take time to think about a Take time to think about a Take time to think about a decisiondecisiondecisiondecision, , , , even buying even buying even buying even buying 
something something something something small.small.small.small.



Parenting an Otter:

···· You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper 
their their their their emotions without smothering their emotions without smothering their emotions without smothering their emotions without smothering their 
enthusiastic enthusiastic enthusiastic enthusiastic approach to life.approach to life.approach to life.approach to life.

···· Encourage and require them to Encourage and require them to Encourage and require them to Encourage and require them to completecompletecompletecomplete things that things that things that things that 
they they they they start.start.start.start.

···· Accept their sheer joy in Accept their sheer joy in Accept their sheer joy in Accept their sheer joy in performingperformingperformingperforming and making and making and making and making 
others others others others happy, most often it is not prideful.happy, most often it is not prideful.happy, most often it is not prideful.happy, most often it is not prideful.

···· Help them to not commit or offer to do more than Help them to not commit or offer to do more than Help them to not commit or offer to do more than Help them to not commit or offer to do more than 
they they they they can can can can realisticallyrealisticallyrealisticallyrealistically get get get get donedonedonedone....



Parenting an  Otter (cont’d):

···· Teach them the importance of being Teach them the importance of being Teach them the importance of being Teach them the importance of being onononon timetimetimetime but don’t but don’t but don’t but don’t 
expect them to be. expect them to be. expect them to be. expect them to be. ☺☺☺☺

···· PraisePraisePraisePraise! ! ! ! PraisePraisePraisePraise! ! ! ! PraisePraisePraisePraise! They crave verbal affirmation! They crave verbal affirmation! They crave verbal affirmation! They crave verbal affirmation....

···· Understand they tend to be highly circumstantial, Understand they tend to be highly circumstantial, Understand they tend to be highly circumstantial, Understand they tend to be highly circumstantial, 
controlled by their controlled by their controlled by their controlled by their circumstances and circumstances and circumstances and circumstances and emotionsemotionsemotionsemotions....

Life View: Life View: Life View: Life View: Fun!



Golden Retriever Golden Retriever Golden Retriever Golden Retriever PersonalityPersonalityPersonalityPersonality
Introvert Introvert Introvert Introvert and and and and peoplepeoplepeoplepeople ---- focusedfocusedfocusedfocused

NicknameNicknameNicknameNickname: : : : The WatcherThe WatcherThe WatcherThe Watcher



Characteristics:

· Very stablestablestablestable and predictablepredictablepredictablepredictable

· Desires above all to move slowly and be sure of thingsslowly and be sure of thingsslowly and be sure of thingsslowly and be sure of things

· SystematicSystematicSystematicSystematic, level-headed and tenacious

· Feels natural to help othershelp othershelp othershelp others and be empatheticempatheticempatheticempathetic toward them

· Loyal / faithfulLoyal / faithfulLoyal / faithfulLoyal / faithful to family and friends

· ListensListensListensListens carefully to others

· Prefers things to be peacefulpeacefulpeacefulpeaceful, doesn’t like anyone to argue

· Peace orientedPeace orientedPeace orientedPeace oriented (Everybody stay calm!)

· Drained by peopleDrained by peopleDrained by peopleDrained by people

· ProcrastinatesProcrastinatesProcrastinatesProcrastinates in decision making

· Typically, needs to process by thinking it through aloneprocess by thinking it through aloneprocess by thinking it through aloneprocess by thinking it through alone



Tips for Balancing a Golden Retriever Personality:

···· Recognize your NEED for direct motivation, Recognize your NEED for direct motivation, Recognize your NEED for direct motivation, Recognize your NEED for direct motivation, 

learn learn learn learn to set to set to set to set goalsgoalsgoalsgoals....

···· Put forth effort for being more Put forth effort for being more Put forth effort for being more Put forth effort for being more enthusiasticenthusiasticenthusiasticenthusiastic!!!!

···· Assert yourself in making Assert yourself in making Assert yourself in making Assert yourself in making decisionsdecisionsdecisionsdecisions and and and and stick to your stick to your stick to your stick to your 
decisiondecisiondecisiondecision....

···· Don’t get in the habit of ignoring your feelings; Don’t get in the habit of ignoring your feelings; Don’t get in the habit of ignoring your feelings; Don’t get in the habit of ignoring your feelings; 

speak speak speak speak truthtruthtruthtruth to to to to others in a kind wayothers in a kind wayothers in a kind wayothers in a kind way....



Tips for Balancing a Golden Retriever Personality:

···· Purposely take on new Purposely take on new Purposely take on new Purposely take on new challengeschallengeschallengeschallenges, , , , preferably with preferably with preferably with preferably with 
someone someone someone someone who can and will help you.who can and will help you.who can and will help you.who can and will help you.

···· Intentionally offer to be Intentionally offer to be Intentionally offer to be Intentionally offer to be responsibleresponsibleresponsibleresponsible for for for for things.things.things.things.

···· Ask the Holy Spirit to help you Ask the Holy Spirit to help you Ask the Holy Spirit to help you Ask the Holy Spirit to help you stand upstand upstand upstand up for for for for yourselfyourselfyourselfyourself!!!!

···· Recognize your innate resistance to Recognize your innate resistance to Recognize your innate resistance to Recognize your innate resistance to changechangechangechange and make and make and make and make 
yourself yourself yourself yourself try something try something try something try something newnewnewnew and and and and uncomfortable once uncomfortable once uncomfortable once uncomfortable once 
in in in in awhile.awhile.awhile.awhile.



Parenting a Golden Retriever:

···· You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper 
their their their their resistance to change without scaring them.resistance to change without scaring them.resistance to change without scaring them.resistance to change without scaring them.

···· Recognize their tendency to be Recognize their tendency to be Recognize their tendency to be Recognize their tendency to be lazylazylazylazy because because because because they are they are they are they are 
so so so so easy going.easy going.easy going.easy going.

···· Don’t expect Don’t expect Don’t expect Don’t expect enthusiasmenthusiasmenthusiasmenthusiasm from them.from them.from them.from them.

···· Require them to make some of their own Require them to make some of their own Require them to make some of their own Require them to make some of their own choiceschoiceschoiceschoices; ; ; ; but but but but 
too too too too many many many many decisionsdecisionsdecisionsdecisions in in in in a short period of time will a short period of time will a short period of time will a short period of time will 
be be be be overwhelmingoverwhelmingoverwhelmingoverwhelming....



Parenting a Golden Retriever (cont’d):

···· Be cautious that they don’t get Be cautious that they don’t get Be cautious that they don’t get Be cautious that they don’t get blamedblamedblamedblamed for everything; for everything; for everything; for everything; 
they can easily become they can easily become they can easily become they can easily become the family scapegoat.the family scapegoat.the family scapegoat.the family scapegoat.

···· Help them to express themselves to others, tell them Help them to express themselves to others, tell them Help them to express themselves to others, tell them Help them to express themselves to others, tell them 
what what what what to to to to saysaysaysay....

···· Encourage but don’t force them to take on Encourage but don’t force them to take on Encourage but don’t force them to take on Encourage but don’t force them to take on 
responsibilityresponsibilityresponsibilityresponsibility....

Life View: Life View: Life View: Life View: Peace!



Beaver PersonalityBeaver PersonalityBeaver PersonalityBeaver Personality
Introvert Introvert Introvert Introvert and and and and tasktasktasktask ---- focusedfocusedfocusedfocused

NicknameNicknameNicknameNickname: : : : The ThinkerThe ThinkerThe ThinkerThe Thinker



Characteristics:

· DedicatedDedicatedDedicatedDedicated and conscientiousconscientiousconscientiousconscientious

· Desires above all to be helpfulhelpfulhelpfulhelpful and prove their worthprove their worthprove their worthprove their worth

· Pursues excellencePursues excellencePursues excellencePursues excellence naturally

· Typically neatneatneatneat and tidy, noticing every detaildetaildetaildetail

· Innate ability to stick to a jobstick to a jobstick to a jobstick to a job to its completion

· High need to ask a lots of questionsask a lots of questionsask a lots of questionsask a lots of questions

· Prefers things to be done as they always have been, resists changeresists changeresists changeresists change

· Detail oriented

· Drained by peopleDrained by peopleDrained by peopleDrained by people

· Agonizes over decisionsAgonizes over decisionsAgonizes over decisionsAgonizes over decisions, wants it to be the right one

· Typically, need to process by asking questionsprocess by asking questionsprocess by asking questionsprocess by asking questions and then making lists



Tips for Balancing a Beaver Personality:

···· Understand that you are highly sensitive and hurt easily, Understand that you are highly sensitive and hurt easily, Understand that you are highly sensitive and hurt easily, Understand that you are highly sensitive and hurt easily, 
purpose purpose purpose purpose to not take everything to not take everything to not take everything to not take everything personallypersonallypersonallypersonally....

···· Work at not having a Work at not having a Work at not having a Work at not having a pessimisticpessimisticpessimisticpessimistic outlook outlook outlook outlook and attitude.and attitude.and attitude.and attitude.

···· Learn to deal with disappointment and failure by not Learn to deal with disappointment and failure by not Learn to deal with disappointment and failure by not Learn to deal with disappointment and failure by not 
expecting expecting expecting expecting perfectionperfectionperfectionperfection out of yourself, out of yourself, out of yourself, out of yourself, others others others others or or or or 
circumstancescircumstancescircumstancescircumstances....

···· Change your Change your Change your Change your selfselfselfself talktalktalktalk; learn ; learn ; learn ; learn to say what is to say what is to say what is to say what is truetruetruetrue, , , , not what not what not what not what 
YOU YOU YOU YOU think or feel.think or feel.think or feel.think or feel.



Tips for Balancing a Beaver Personality:

···· Although you are Although you are Although you are Although you are quietquietquietquiet by nature, learn good by nature, learn good by nature, learn good by nature, learn good 
conversation conversation conversation conversation and and and and socialsocialsocialsocial skillsskillsskillsskills....

···· Intentionally be Intentionally be Intentionally be Intentionally be spontaneousspontaneousspontaneousspontaneous once once once once in awhile.in awhile.in awhile.in awhile.

···· Make yourself try Make yourself try Make yourself try Make yourself try newnewnewnew things things things things and go into and go into and go into and go into newnewnewnew situationssituationssituationssituations....

···· Allow yourself Allow yourself Allow yourself Allow yourself extraextraextraextra timetimetimetime to to to to accomplish things.accomplish things.accomplish things.accomplish things.



Parenting a Beaver:

···· You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper You will need the power of the Holy Spirit to temper 
their their their their moods without discouraging them.moods without discouraging them.moods without discouraging them.moods without discouraging them.

···· Understand that they are highly Understand that they are highly Understand that they are highly Understand that they are highly sensitivesensitivesensitivesensitive and get their and get their and get their and get their 
feelings feelings feelings feelings hurt very easily.hurt very easily.hurt very easily.hurt very easily.

···· Encourage them to see the “bright side” as they are Encourage them to see the “bright side” as they are Encourage them to see the “bright side” as they are Encourage them to see the “bright side” as they are 
typically typically typically typically programmed with a programmed with a programmed with a programmed with a negativenegativenegativenegative outlook.outlook.outlook.outlook.

···· Help them learn to handle disappointment and Help them learn to handle disappointment and Help them learn to handle disappointment and Help them learn to handle disappointment and failurefailurefailurefailure
without without without without letting it affect them letting it affect them letting it affect them letting it affect them in in in in a profound waya profound waya profound waya profound way....

···· Give them Give them Give them Give them timetimetimetime to to to to do things, rushing them frustrates do things, rushing them frustrates do things, rushing them frustrates do things, rushing them frustrates 
them them them them and makes them and makes them and makes them and makes them feel feel feel feel insecureinsecureinsecureinsecure....



Parenting a Beaver (cont’d):

···· Accept that they often have a Accept that they often have a Accept that they often have a Accept that they often have a need need need need for for for for quietquietquietquiet, , , , provide it provide it provide it provide it 
for for for for them.them.them.them.

···· Try to keep a reasonable family schedule; they crave Try to keep a reasonable family schedule; they crave Try to keep a reasonable family schedule; they crave Try to keep a reasonable family schedule; they crave 
the the the the security of security of security of security of routineroutineroutineroutine....

Life View: Life View: Life View: Life View: Rules!



Lion – Extrovert – Task Focused

Characteristics Strengths Weaknesses

Extrovert
Makes decisions 

quickly
Talks too much; 

interrupts

Able to accomplish 
much

Naturally takes 
charge

Over Reacts

Loves a challenge Self-disciplined Bossy

Daring and Brave Good leader
Rebellious – always 

wants to do things 
their way

Many friends, doesn’t 
need a best friend

Gets the job done
Doesn’t always think 

about the feelings of 
others

Strong-willed Accomplishes Goals
Competitive, Poor 

Loser



Beaver – Introvert – Task-Focused
Characteristics Strengths Weaknesses

Introvert Sticks to the job Misses out on fun

Task focused Good at performing 
but nervous

Very critical of self and 
others

Dedicated/
conscientious

Self-conscious Slow – has to do 
things the right way

Wants to be helpful Organized, neat and 
tidy

Unsure of self, 
insecure

Doesn’t like to be in 
charge

Very creative Can be moody

One Best Friend Pays attention to 
details

Selfish



Otter – Extrovert – People Focused

Characteristics Strengths Weaknesses

Extrovert Flexible Impulsive

Life of the Party Happy 99% of the Time Interrupts Others

Loves to Perform Has A lot of Energy Lacks Self-discipline

Talks A lot

Can Perform without 
Nervousness

Doesn’t Always 
Complete a Task

Loves People Fun to be Around Typically Very Late

Many Friends! Makes Others 
Comfortable

Emotional Reactions



Golden Retriever – Introvert – People Focused

Characteristics Strengths Weaknesses

Introvert Good listener
Doesn’t want to start 

or finish things

Moves/Processes 
slowly

Very loyal Procrastinates

Loves to let others do 
the talking

Happy most of the 
time

Can be irresponsible

Likes others to make 
decisions

Very cooperative

Doesn’t always see the 

importance of standing 
up for what’s right

Easy to be around Kind-hearted Late

Peaceful A Good Friend Tends to be Lazy




